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1 Introduction
Models describing 3D gravity have been used as an alternative tool in order to clarify the
highly complex dynamical behavior of the realistic four-dimensional general relativity [GR].
A well-known theory describing gravity in 3D is the so-called Palatini’s theory, where the
connection and the triad fields are the fundamental dynamical variables. This feature has
been of great interest in the community for the construction of a non-perturbative quantum
gravity and its cosmological applications [1–7]. In spite that the Hamiltonian formalism
of 3D Palatini’s theory has been studied in so many works with or without cosmological
constant Λ [5, 8–10], there are still difficulties to find out the correct symmetries of the
theory, namely, the gauge symmetry and the internal group. In this respect, some authors
have claimed that the gauge symmetry of 3D [GR] is Poincare´ symmetry [8], whereas other
ones have claimed that it is the Lorentz symmetry plus diffeomorphisms [10]. On the other
hand, with respect to the internal group, in [9] it was established that the internal group is
ISO(2, 1) Poincare´, whereas in [5] it is reported that 3D Palatini’s theory with or without
a cosmological constant Λ is well-defined for a wide class of Lie groups; if Λ = 0, then the
internal group G can be arbitrary, but if Λ 6= 0, then the internal group G has to admit
an invariant totally anti-symmetric tensor IJK . Moreover, if GR is coupled with matter
fields, then the internal group G corresponds to SO(2, 1).
It is well-known that the concept of gauge symmetry plays an important role in modern
physics; the physics of the fundamental interactions based on the standard model [11], is a
relevant example where the symmetries of a dynamical system just like gauge covariance
is useful for understanding the classical and quantum formulation of the theory. In this
sense, the canonical study of GR is an important step to achieve in order to construct
a background independent quantum theory. Thus, the canonical framework for singular
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theories is the best tool that we have at hand for studying these relevant symmetries, just
as gauge invariance. It is clear that in any theory presenting a kind of symmetries not
all of them correspond to gauge symmetries; in fact, the gauge symmetry of any theory is
obtained by following all Dirac’s steps [12–17], and hence we need to construct, according
to Dirac’s conjecture, a gauge generator by using the first class constraints. It is worth
mentioning that usually Dirac’s formalism is not carried out properly, namely, a complete
Hamiltonian formulation means that all steps of the Dirac procedure should be performed,
and if some of these steps are missing or implemented incorrectly, then we cannot be
sure that the correct analysis has been carry out, and it is possible that the symmetries
found are not correct. In fact, usually the people prefers to work on a smaller phase
space context (also called standard approach); this means that only those variables that
occur in the action with temporal derivative are considered as dynamical, however, this
approach is applicable only when the theory presents certain simplicity; in general in order
to obtain a complete description one must perform a complete analysis by following all
Dirac’s steps [18–23].
The aim of the present paper is to perform a pure Dirac’s analysis for 3D Palatini’s
theory with cosmological constant. Thus, in our analysis we shall consider all the set of
one-forms “AIJ” and “eI” that define our theory as dynamical ones and not only those
variables that occur with time derivatives in the Lagrangian density, as it is done usually
in the standard approach (See ref. [5, 8] for a standard analysis). The price to pay by
working with a smaller configuration space, is that we are not able to know the complete
form of the constraints, neither the full form of the gauge transformations defined on the
complete phase space nor the complete algebra among the constraints for the theory. Of
course, by working with the full configuration space we can obtain a best and complete
description of the theory at a classical level. By working with a complete phase space, we
obtain the full structure of the constraints and their full algebra; throughout this paper, we
show that the Poisson algebra among the constraints is closed provided that the internal
group corresponds to SO(2, 1). We also show that if we take the cosmological constant as
zero, then the Poisson algebra among the constraints is closed provided that the internal
group is still SO(2, 1). Hence, it is not necessary to couple matter fields to gravity in order
to conclude that for GR in 3D the internal group corresponds to SO(2, 1), as it is reported
in [5]; in fact, we obtain the same conclusion by performing a detailed canonical analysis
without adding matter fields. It is important to comment that this result has not been
reported in the literature because it is common that some of Dirac’s steps are omitted. In
this respect, we can observe in [9] a canonical analysis of Palatin’s theory without cosmo-
logical constant, and that work reported that the algebra among the first class constraints
form an ISO(2, 1) algebra, and therefore, the gauge symmetry is Poincare´ symmetry; how-
ever, in that work the second class constraints were solved and the Dirac brackets were not
constructed; we think that those results are incomplete. In this paper we obtain the full
structure of the first class constraints and the gauge symmetry for 3D Palatini’s theory
with or without cosmological constant; we also construct the fundamental Dirac’s brackets
and by using these brackets, we compute Dirac’s algebra among the constraints showing
that the algebra is closed. In addition, we compare our results with those found in the
literature.
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2 A pure Dirac’s analysis
It is well known that Palatini’s action with cosmological constant can be written as
S[A, e]P =
∫
M
IJK
[
R[A]IJ ∧ eK − Λ
3
eI ∧ eJ ∧ eK
]
, (2.1)
where AIJ = Aµ
IJdxµ is a connection 1-form valued on any Lie group G that admits
an invariant, totally anti-symmetric tensor IJK [5]; eI = eIµdx
µ is a triad 1-form that
represents the field gravitational, Λ is the cosmological constant, and RIJ is the curvature
2-form of the connection AIJ , i.e., RIJ ≡ dAIJ +AIL ∧ALJ . Here, xµ are the coordinates
that label the points of the 3-dimensional manifold M. In our notation, Greek letters run
from 0 to 2, while Latin letters will run from 0 to g = dim(G). From now on, we will take
into account in the number of dynamical variables, constraints etc., only the space-time
indices, this fact does not affect our results; at the end of our calculations, we will take
into account the number of generators of the group.
The equations of motion that arise from the variation of the action (2.1) with respect
to the dynamical variables are given by
αµνIJKDµeνK = 0, (2.2)
αµνIJK
[
Rµν
JK − λeµJeνK
]
= 0, (2.3)
where (2.2) is the zero-torsion condition, which can be solved to get the unique torsion-free
spin-connection compatible with eα
I . Inserting the solution of (2.2) into (2.3), one gets
Einstein’s equation
Gµν + Λgµν = 0. (2.4)
We recall that this equation implies that the space-time has constant scalar curvature
proportional to Λ, i.e., R = 6Λ. Note that this result is independent of the signature of the
space-time and therefore, of the internal group that we are considering. Moreover, in order
to perform the Hamiltonian analysis, we will assume that the manifold M is topologically
Σ × R, where Σ corresponds to a Cauchy’s surface without boundary (∂Σ = 0) and R
represents an evolution parameter.
By performing the 2 + 1 decomposition of our fields without breaking the internal G
symmetry and also without fixing any gauge, we can write the action (2.1) as
S[e,A]P =
∫
dx3
[
0abeb
KIJKA˙a
IJ − 0abebKIJKDaA0IJ + 1
2
0abIJKe0
KFab
IJ
− Λ0abIJKe0IeaJebK
]
, (2.5)
where DaAb
IJ = ∂aAb
IJ + Aa
IKAbK
J + Aa
JKAb
I
K and Fab
IJ = ∂aAb
IJ − ∂bAaIJ +
Aa
IKAbK
J −AbIKAaKJ . Here a, b = 1, 2 are space coordinate indices. From (2.5) we can
identify the following Lagrangian density
L = 0abebKIJKA˙aIJ − 0abebKIJKDaA0IJ + 1
2
0abIJKe0
KFab
IJ − Λ0abIJKe0IeaJebK .
(2.6)
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We have commented above that usually the Hamiltonian analysis of (2.1) is carried out in
a reduced phase space [5, 8]; this means that in those works the 1-forms AIJ and eI that
occur in the action with time derivative are considered as dynamical variables. However, in
this paper we will not work in that form, we shall perform our analysis in concordance with
the background independence of the theory, this means, we shall consider all AIJ and eI
as our set of dynamical variables which define our theory. Hence, by identifying our set of
dynamical variables, a pure Dirac’s method requires to define the momenta (ΠαI ,Π
αβ
IJ)
canonically conjugated to (eα
I , Aα
IJ) [12, 13]
ΠαIJ =
δL
δA˙αIJ
, ΠαI =
δL
δe˙αI
. (2.7)
On the other hand, the matrix elements of the Hessian
∂2L
∂(∂µeαI)∂(∂µeβI)
,
∂2L
∂(∂µeIα)∂(∂µAβ
IJ)
,
∂2L
∂(∂µAαIJ)∂(∂µAβIJ)
,
are identically zero and the rank of the matrix Hessian is zero. Thus, we expect 6 primary
constraints. From the definition of the momenta (2.7), we identify the following primary
constraints
φ0I := Π
0
I ≈ 0, φaI := ΠaI ≈ 0,
φ0IJ := Π
0
IJ ≈ 0, φaIJ := ΠaIJ − 0abIJKebK ≈ 0. (2.8)
We can observe that, if a smaller phase space is considered, the φ0I and φ
0
IJ constraints
would not be taken into account [5, 8]. However, the purpose of this paper is to work with
the complete phase space and so they are crucial for our study. The canonical Hamiltonian
of the theory is given by
HC =
∫ [
−1
2
e0
K0abIJKF
IJ
ab −A0IJDaΠaIJ + Λe0IeaJΠaIJ
]
dx2. (2.9)
In this manner, the primary Hamiltonian will be constructed by adding the primary con-
straints (2.8) to (2.9), namely
HP = HC +
∫ [
λ0
Iφ0I + λa
IφaI + λ0
IJφ0IJ + λa
IJφaIJ
]
dx2, (2.10)
here λI0, λ
I
a, λ
IJ
0, λ
IJ
a are Lagrange multipliers enforcing the constraints. In this theory,
the non-vanishing fundamental Poisson brackets are given by
{eαI(x),ΠβJ(y)} = δβαδIJδ2(x− y),
{AαIJ(x),ΠβKL(y)} = 1
2
δβα
(
δIKδ
J
L − δILδJK
)
δ2(x− y). (2.11)
Now, it is necessary to identify if the theory have secondary constraints. For this aim, we
observe that the (6× 6) matrix whose entries are the Poisson brackets of the primary con-
straints (2.8), has rank = 4 and 2 null vectors. Therefore, from the consistency conditions
and the null vectors we get the following 2 secondary constraints
φ˙0I = {φ0I(x), HP } ≈ 0 =⇒ ψI := −1
2
0abIKLFab
KL + Λea
JΠaIJ ≈ 0,
φ˙0IJ = {φ0IJ(x), HP } ≈ 0 =⇒ ψIJ := DaΠaIJ ≈ 0. (2.12)
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The rank allows us to get the following expressions for the Lagrange multipliers
φ˙aIJ = {φaIJ(x), HP } ≈ 0 =⇒ 0abIJKλbK = 20abIJKDbe0K +A0IKΠaJK −A0JKΠ aIK ,
φ˙aI = {φaI(x), HP } ≈ 0 =⇒ 0abIJKλbJK = ΛΠaIJe0J . (2.13)
In this theory there are not third constraints. At this point, we need to identify the first-
and second-class constraints from the primary and secondary ones. In order to achieve this
aim, it is necessary to calculate the [8 × 8] matrix whose entries are the Poisson brackets
constructed out of the primary and secondary constraints. The non-vanishing Poisson
brackets are given by
{φIa(x), φKLb(y)} = −0abIKLδ2(x− y),
{φIJa(x), ψK(y)} = 0ab
[−KIJ∂b + KILAbJL + KLJAbIL] δ2(x− y),
{φIJa(x), ψKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηLJΠKI
a − ηLIΠKJa + ηKJΠILa − ηKIΠJLa] δ2(x− y),
{ψI(x), ψJ(y)} = −Λ0abIJHDaeHbδ2(x− y),
{ψI(x), ψKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηKIψL − ηLIψK + Λ (eKaΠILa − eLaΠIKa)] δ2(x− y),
{ψIJ(x), ψKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηKIψLJ − ηLIψKJ + ηKJψIL − ηJLψIK ] δ2(x− y) ≈ 0. (2.14)
This matrix has rank 4 and 4 null-vectors. Thus, we expect 4 second-class constraints and
4 first-class constraints respectively. From the null vectors we can identify the following
complete structure of the first-class constraints
γ0I := Π
0
I ≈ 0, γI := −DaφaI − 1
2
0abIKLFab
KL + Λea
JΠaIJ + Λea
JφaIJ ≈ 0,
γ0IJ := Π
0
IJ ≈ 0, γIJ := DaΠaIJ + 1
2
HIM 
MF
J [φ
a
F eaH − φaHeaF ] ≈ 0. (2.15)
We can observe that the γI constraint can be thought as the dynamical constraint whereas
the γIJ constraint can be identified with the Gauss constraint for the theory as occurs in
Yang-Mills theory. On the other hand, the rank of the matrix (2.14) yields the following
second-class constraints
φaI : χ
a
I = Π
a
I ≈ 0, φaIJ : χaIJ = ΠaIJ − 0abIJKebK ≈ 0. (2.16)
It is important to remark that the complete structure of the constraints γI and γIJ given
in (2.15) are fixed through the null vectors and they are of first-class. In this way, the
method itself allows us to find by means of the rank and the null vectors of the matrix (2.14)
all the complete structure of the first- and second-class constraints [14–21]. This is the
advantage of a pure Dirac method when it is applied without missing any step. It is worth
mentioning, that in the complete structure of the first class constraints occur the second
class constraints, and this full structure has not been reported in the literature. In fact,
we are able to observe that our constraints and the constraints reported in [5, 8, 9] are not
the same. On one hand, in [5, 8] they work in a smaller phase space context. On the other
hand, in [9] they solved the second class constraints before performing the contraction of
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the primary and secondary constraints with the null vectors, hence, our constraints are
different from those reported in [9].
Now, we will observe the implications obtained by working with a pure Dirac’s analysis;
the non zero algebra among all the constraints (2.15) and (2.16) is given by
{γI(x), γJ(y)} = 2ΛγJIδ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.17)
{γI(x), γKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηIKγL − ηILγK ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.18)
{γIJ(x), γKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηIKγLJ − ηILγKJ + ηJKγIL − ηJLγIK ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.19)
{γI(x), χaJ(y)} = 2ΛχaIJδ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.20)
{γI(x), χaKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηILχ
a
K − ηIKχLa] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.21)
{γIJ(x), χaK(y)} = 1
2
[ηKJχ
a
I − ηKIχaJ ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.22)
{γIJ(x), χaKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηKJχ
a
IL − ηKIχaJL + ηLIχaJK − ηLJχaIK ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (2.23)
{χaI(x), χbKL(y)} = −0abIKLδ2(x− y), (2.24)
Therefore, we can observe from (2.19) and (2.23) (see the appendix A for details) that the
algebra is closed and has a desired form provided that
IJKIMN = (−1)
(
δJMδ
K
N − δJNδKM
)
. (2.25)
This is a property of the structure constants JK
I = IMNηMJηNK of the Lie algebra of
SO(2, 1). Thus, the constraints (2.15) and (2.16) are closed under Poisson brackets, i.e.,
they form first- and second-class constraint sets respectively provided that G = SO(2, 1).
Furthermore, we can observe that if we take Λ → 0, the algebra of constraints (2.15)
form a Poincare´ algebra as that reported in [9], but the internal group is still SO(2, 1) as
can be observed from the algebra of the constraints (2.19) and (2.23) (see the appendix
A). We appreciate a difference among the analysis performed in [9] and the analysis of this
work. In fact, in that work there are not second class constraints and they do not construct
the Dirac’s brackets. In this paper, we will preserve the second class constraints until the
end of the calculations. At the end of our analysis, we construct the Dirac’s brackets as
is shown below. We can also observe that if we use the adjoint representation of the Lie
algebra of the group G, then it is not necessary to restrict ourselves to SO(2, 1) and the
algebra among the constraints do not form a Poincare´ algebra (see appendix C), this a
clear difference among our results and those reported in the literature.
The correct identification of first- and second-class constraints allows us to carry out
the counting of degrees of freedom as follows; there are 12 canonical variables (eα
I ,ΠαI ,
Aα
IJ ,ΠαIJ), 4 independent first-class constraints (γ
0
I , γ
0
IJ , γI , γIJ), and 4 independent
second-class constraints (χaI , χ
a
IJ) (we have taken into account only the space-time in-
dices). Thus, we conclude that 3D Palatini’s theory with cosmological constant lacks of
physical degrees of freedom, i.e., it defines a topological field theory as expected. On the
other hand, in order to obtain the extended action and the fundamental Dirac’s brackets,
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we need to determinate the unknown Lagrange multipliers. For this aim, we introduce
the matrix Cαβ whose elements are the Poisson brackets of the second-class constraints
given by
Cαβ =
(
0 −0abIJKδ2(x− y)
0abIJKδ
2(x− y) 0
)
, (2.26)
the Dirac’s bracket of two functionals A, B defined on the phase space, is expressed by
{F (x), G(y)}D ≡ {F (x), G(y)}+
∫
d2zd2w{F (x), ξα(z)}C−1αβ{ξα(w), G(y)},
where {F (x), G(y)} is the Poisson bracket between two functionals F,G, and ξα(z) =
(χI
a, χIJ
a) are the second-class constraints, and C−1αβ is the inverse of (2.26) that has a
trivial form. For simplicity we will restrict the Dirac algebra to the particular case of
G = SO(2, 1), by using this fact, Dirac’s brackets of the dynamical variables are given by
{eaI(x),ΠbJ(y)}D = 0,
{eaI(x), AbKL(y)}D = −1
2
0ab
IKLδ2(x− y),
{AbKL(x), eaI(x)}D = 1
2
0ab
IKLδ2(x− y),
{AaIJ(x),ΠbKL(y)}D = 1
2
(
δK
IδL
J − δLIδKJ
)
δa
bδ2(x− y). (2.27)
It is well known that the Dirac brackets (2.27) are essential ingredients in the quantization
of the theory [1–4]. By using the brackets given in (2.27), we also compute the Dirac
brackets among the constraints, we show that the Dirac algebra is closed (see appendix
B). For the case of general internal groups, we will report the closure of Dirac’s brackets in
forthcoming works. Furthermore, the number of second class constraints fixes the number
of indeterminate Lagrange multipliers, thus, by using the fact that the internal group for
the theory is SO(2, 1) and from (2.13) we identify the following Lagrange multipliers,
λa
IJ :=
Λ
4
0ab
IJKΠbKLe0
L, λa
I := Dae0
I +
1
2
0ab
IJKA0J
LΠbKL. (2.28)
Hence, we use the Lagrange multipliers (2.28), the first-class constraints (2.15), and the
second-class constraints (2.16) in order to identify the extended action for the theory
SE =
∫
d3x
[
Π0IJ A˙0
IJ + ΠaIJ A˙a
IJ + Π0I e˙0
I −ΠaI e˙aI −H− ζ0Iγ0I − ζ0IJγ0IJ
− ζIγI − ζIJγIJ − λaIχaI − λaIJχaIJ
]
, (2.29)
where H is a combination of first-class constraints
H = e0IγI −A0IJγIJ ≈ 0, (2.30)
and ζ0
I , ζ0
IJ , ζI , ζIJ , λa
I , λa
IJ , are the Lagrange multipliers that enforce the first- and
second-class constraints. From the extended action we can identify the extended Hamito-
nian, which is given by
HE =
∫
d2x
[H+ ζ0Iγ0I + ζ0IJγ0IJ + ζIγI + ζIJγIJ] , (2.31)
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thus, the extended Hamiltonian is a linear combination of first-class constraints as ex-
pected. It is important to comment, that an extended Hamiltonian with the same struc-
ture than (2.30) is reported in [9], however, we need take into account that our first class
constraints have a complete structure.
On the other hand, it is well-know that in GR the dynamical evolution is governed
by the constraints reflecting the general covariance of the theory. Moreover, in order to
perform the quantization of the theory, it is not possible to construct the Schro¨dinger
equation because the action of the Hamiltonian on physical states is annihilated. The
quantization process is carried out by the implementation of Dirac’s quantization program
for gauge systems with general covariance as that realized in Loop Quantum Gravity [1–4],
or as it is showed in [14]; the first class constraints are promoted to operators Cˆi on the
kinematical Hilbert space and the physical states are those for which the Dirac conditions
Cˆi · Ψ = 0, are satisfied. Hence, it is mandatory to perform a pure Dirac’s analysis in
order to identify the complete structure of the constraints, because constraints are the best
guideline to perform the quantization.
We finish this paper by finding out the gauge symmetry. In fact, one of the most
important symmetries present in singular theories with first class constraints is the gauge
symmetry, because it can help us to identify physical observables [13]. Thus, we need to
know explicitly the fundamental gauge transformations for the theory. For this aim, we will
apply Castellani’s algorithm [24] to construct the gauge generator. We define the generator
of gauge symmetry as
G =
∫
d2x
[
D0ε
I
0γ
0
I + ε
IγI +D0κ0
IJγ0IJ + κ
IJγIJ
]
, (2.32)
Thus, we find that the gauge symmetry on the phase space are given by
δea
I = Daε
I + κIJeaJ ,
δe0
I = D0ε0
I ,
δAa
IJ = Daκ
JI + ΛεIea
J − ΛεJeaI ,
δA0
IJ = D0κ0
IJ ,
δΠaI = 2Λ(Π
a
IJ − 0abIJKebK)εJ + κIJΠaJ ,
δΠ0I = 0,
δΠaIJ = 
0abIJMDbε
M +
1
2
(εIΠ
a
J − εJΠaI) + κINΠaNJ − κJNΠaNI ,
δΠ0IJ = 0. (2.33)
However, they can be written in covariant form by choosing the parameter in the following
form; εI = ε0
I = ΘI , κ0
IJ = −κIJ = ∆IJ , thus, we get the following gauge symmetry for
this theory
eµ
I −→ eµI +DµΘI + ∆IJeJµ.
Aµ
IJ −→ AµIJ +Dµ∆IJ + ΛΘIeµJ − ΛΘJeµI . (2.34)
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It is important to remark that (2.34) correspond to the gauge symmetry of the theory
but they do not correspond to diffeomorphisms, instead they are an Λ-deformed Poincare´
transformations (see appendix D). Nevertheless, we can redefine the gauge parameters as
ΘI =
1
2
ξαeα
I and ∆IJ =
1
2
ξαAα
IJ . (2.35)
In this manner from the gauge symmetry we obtain
eµ
I −→ eµI + LξeµI + 1
2
ξα
[
Dµeα
I −DαeµI
]
,
Aµ
IJ −→ AµIJ + LξAµIJ + ξα
[
Rµα
IJ − Λ
2
(
eµ
Ieα
J − eαIeµJ
)]
, (2.36)
which are (on-shell) diffeomorphisms, and this symmetry is contained in the gauge symme-
try (2.34). We observe in (2.34) that if Λ = 0 we obtain as gauge symmetry the Poincare´
transformations. Thus, we conclude that for GR without cosmological constant Poisson
algebra is closed if the internal group SO(2, 1) and the gauge symmetries are Poincare´ trans-
formations, extending the results reported in [9]. Furthermore, for GR with cosmological
constant Poisson algebra close if the internal group is SO(2, 1) and the gauge symmetries
are a Λ-deformed Poincare´ transformations. The Dirac algebra performed for a general
internal group is not yet solved, we are working on this subject, which will be reported in
elsewhere.
3 Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we have performed a pure Hamiltonian analysis for Palatini’s theory with
a cosmological constant. In order to obtain the best description of this theory, all the
steps of Dirac’s framework on full configuration space were followed. By means of the
null vectors and the rank of the matrix whose elements are the Poisson brackets among
primary and secondary constraints, we can identify the complete structure of the first and
second class constraints. With the complete structure of the constraints and their algebra,
we conclude that the Poisson algebra of 3D Palatini theory with a cosmological constant
Λ is well-defined provided the internal group G is SO(2, 1). Moreover, if the cosmological
constant is taken as zero Λ = 0, then we observed that the algebra among first and second
class constraints form a Poincare´ algebra, however, the algebra is still well defined by using
the fact that the structure constants are those for the group SO(2, 1); therefore, our results
extend those reported in [5, 8, 9]. In fact, we could observe that it is not necessary to couple
GR with matter fields in order to conclude that the Poisson algebra is closed provided that
the internal group is SO(2, 1), independently if matter fields and/or cosmological constant
are present or not; in general our results indicate that the Poisson algebra is closed if
the group of 3D GR written in the first order formalism corresponds to SO(2, 1). We
also compute Dirac’s algebra among the constraints, we showed that the algebra is closed.
Furthermore, in [9] it is concluded that the gauge symmetry of Palatini’s theory without a
cosmological constant correspond to Poincare´ symmetry. In fact, by taking in our results
Λ = 0, the complete structure of the first class constraints found in this work allowed to
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construct a gauge generator, and we conclude that the gauge symmetries correspond to
Poincare´ transformations confirming the results reported in [9]. Finally, our results allowed
us to construct the fundamental Dirac’s brackets of the theory and determine the full set
of Lagrange multipliers, we then constructed the extended action. Therefore, we conclude
this work by pointing out that it is mandatory to perform a detailed Dirac’s analysis in
order to identify the correct symmetries of the theory under study.
We finish with some comments. We are able to observe that in Palatini’s theory it is
possible to take the cosmological constant as zero. In fact, the Dirac brackets (2.27) do
not contain terms with the cosmological constant. This fact shows a difference among the
so-called exotic action for gravity [8, 28, 29] and Palatini’s theory. In fact, in [29] a detailed
canonical analysis of exotic gravity is performed, and the following results are reported;
there is not any restriction about the internal group, the gauge symmetry is an Λ-deformed
Poincare´ symmetry. However, the Dirac brackets among the dynamical variables are non-
commutative and the cosmological constant can not vanish. In fact, the Dirac brackets for
exotic action are given by [29]
{eIa(x), eJ b(y)}D = 1
Λ
ηIJ0abδ
2(x− y),
{ΠaI(x),ΠbJ(y)}D = Λ
4
ηIJ
0abδ2(x− y),
{AIJa(x),ΠbLN (y)}D = 1
4
δba
[
δILδ
J
N − δINδJL
]
δ2(x− y),
{AIJa(x), ALNb(y)}D = 1
2
[
ηILηJN − ηINηJL] 0abδ2(x− y),
{ΠaIJ(x),ΠbLN (y)}D = 1
8
[ηILηJN − ηINηJL] 0abδ2(x− y). (3.1)
In this manner, we observe a difference at classical level among exotic action for gravity
and Palatini’s theory (see [29]). In fact, the Dirac brackets (2.27) are commutative and are
different from (3.1); in (3.1) we can not take Λ = 0.
Finally, we would to comment that recently results confirming differences among exotic
action and Palatini’s gravity in the context of black holes have been published, in fact, we
can observe in [30] results on exotic black hole giving some differences of exotic gravity
from the normal gravity action.
A Algebra among the constraints
In this appendix we develop the algebra of the constraints {γI(x), χaJ(y)} and
{χaI(x), χbKL(y)} given by
{γIJ(x), χaKL(y)} = 1
2
[ηKJΠ
a
IL − ηKIΠaJL + ηLIΠaJK − ηLJΠaIK
− 0abHIMηJQFMQKLF ebH − 0abMFJηIQHQM KLHebF
]
δ2(x-y)
=
1
2
[ηKJΠ
a
IL − ηKIΠaJL + ηLIΠaJK − ηLJΠaIK
+ 0abHIMηJQ
(
δMK δ
Q
L − δML δQK
)
ebH
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+ 0abMFJηIQ
(
δQKδ
M
L − δQL δMK
)
eb
F
]
δ2(x-y)
=
1
2
[
ηKJ
(
ΠaIL − 0abHILebH
)− ηKI (ΠaJL − 0abHJLebH)
+ ηLI
(
ΠaJK − 0abHJKebH
)− ηLJ (ΠaIK − 0abHIKebH)] δ2(x-y)
=
1
2
[ηKJχ
a
IL − ηKIχaJL + ηLIχaJK − ηLJχaIK ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0, (A.1)
{γIJ(x), γKL(y)} = 1
2
[
ηKI
[
DaΠ
a
LJ +
1
2
(ΠaLeaJ −ΠaJeaL)
]
−ηLI
[
DaΠ
a
KJ +
1
2
(ΠaKeaJ −ΠaJeaK)
]
+ ηKJ
[
DaΠ
a
IL +
1
2
(ΠaIeaL −ΠaLeaI)
]
−ηJL
[
DaΠ
a
IK +
1
2
(ΠaIeaK −ΠaKeaI)
]]
δ2(x-y)
=
1
2
[ηKIγJL − ηLJγKI + ηKJγIL − ηJLγIK ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0. (A.2)
where we have used (2.25) and the following expression in order to obtain a closed algebra
1
2
HIM 
MF
J (Π
a
F eaH −ΠaHeaF ) = 1
2
HIM 
MFQηQJ
(
ΠaF ea
H −ΠaHeaF
)
=
1
2
(−1)
(
δFHδ
Q
I − δFI δQH
)
ηQJ
(
ΠaF ea
H −ΠaHeaF
)
=
1
2
(ΠaIeaJ −ΠaJeaI) . (A.3)
Finally we compute the Poisson bracket among {γI(x), γMN (y)},
{γI(x), γMN (y)} = {−DaχaI , DaΠaMN + 1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )}
+ {−1
2
0abIKLFab
KL, DaΠ
a
MN +
1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )}
+ {ΛeaJΠaIJ + ΛeaJχaIJ , DaΠaMN + 1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )},
(A.4)
first, we calculate the following bracket
?{−DaχaI , DaΠaMN + 1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )}
= −1
2
HMQ
QF
N{DaΠaI ,ΠaF eaH −ΠaHeaF }
= −1
2
HMQ
QF
N [ηIFDaΠ
a
H − ηIHDaΠaF ] δ2(x-y)
=
1
2
[ηNIDaχ
a
M − ηMIDaχaN ] δ2(x-y), (A.5)
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where we have used (2.25).
?{−1
2
0abIKLFab
KL, DaΠ
a
MN +
1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )}
= {−1
2
0abIKLFab
KL, DaΠ
a
MN}
=
1
2
[
−1
2
0abηMINELFab
EL +
1
2
0abηNIMELFab
EL
]
δ2(x-y).
(A.6)
Furthermore, we calculate the following bracket
?{ΛeaJΠaIJ + ΛeaJχaIJ , DaΠaMN + 1
2
HMQ
QF
N (χ
a
F eaH − χaHeaF )}
=
Λ
2
[
ηMIea
FΠaNF − ηNIeaEΠaME + ηMIeaFχaNF − ηNIeaEχaME
]
δ2(x-y),
(A.7)
where also we have used (2.25). Therefore we obtain
{γI(x), γMN (y)} = 1
2
[ηIMγN − ηINγM ] δ2(x-y) ≈ 0,
this shows that the Poisson algebra is closed provided the structure constants correspond
to the group SO(2, 1).
B The Dirac brackets among the constraints
By using the brackets given in (2.27), we calculate the Dirac brackets among the first class
and second class constraints given by
{γI(x), γJ(y)}D = 2Λ
[
γJI +
1
2
0ab
(
MJ
LχaIMχ
b
L − MILχaJMχbL
)]
δ2(x-y) ≈ 0,
{γI(x), γMN (y)}D = 1
2
[
ηIMγN − ηINγM + 1
2
0ab
(
I
E
Mχ
a
Nχ
b
E − IENχaMχbE
)
+ 2Λ0ab
(
KENχ
a
IKχ
b
ME − KEMχaIKχbNE
)]
δ2(x-y) ≈ 0,
{γIJ(x), γMN (y)}D = 1
2
[ηIMγNJ − ηINγMJ + ηJMγIN − ηJNγIM
+
1
2
0abI
D
M
(
χaJχ
b
ND + χ
a
Nχ
b
JD
)
+
1
2
0abI
D
N
(
χaJχ
b
DM + χ
a
Mχ
b
DJ
)
+
1
2
0abJ
D
M
(
χaIχ
b
DN + χ
a
Nχ
b
DI
)
+
1
2
0abJ
D
N
(
χaIχ
b
MD + χ
a
Mχ
b
ID
)]
δ2(x-y) ≈ 0,
{γI(x), χaJ(y)}D = 0,
{γI(x), χaKL(y)}D = 0,
{γIJ(x), χaK(y)}D = 0,
{γIJ(x), χaKL(y)}D = 0,
{χaI(x), χbKL(y)}D = 0, (B.1)
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hence the algebra is closed. We can observe that only squares of second class constraints
appear. In fact, the Dirac brackets among first class constraints must be square of second
class constraints and linear of first class constraints [14], thus, this calculation shows that
our results has a form desired. In addition, we have used the equation (2.25) in order
to obtain that algebra. It is important to comment that we have showed that Dirac’s
procedure work with the internal group SO(2, 1) and the corresponding algebra for other
internal general groups is not yet solved, however, we are working on this subject and the
results will be reported in forthcoming works.
C Comments on standard Dirac’s method
We have proved that the Poisson and Dirac’s algebra is closed, the relation given by
IJKIMN = (−1)
(
δJMδ
K
N − δJNδKM
)
is a property of the structure constants IJK =
IMNηMJηNK of the Lie algebra of SO(2, 1). However, we can observe in [5] an analysis for
Palatini theory with Λ 6= 0 performed by using the adjoint representation of the internal
group G, and the Hamiltonian analysis was developed on a smaller phase space context. In
fact, in [5] it is proved that Palatini theory (with or without a cosmological constant Λ )
is well-defined for a wide class of Lie groups. If Λ = 0, the Lie group G can be completely
arbitrary; if Λ 6= 0, then G has to admit an invariant totally anti-symmetric tensor IJK .
However, in order to couple degrees of freedom to 3D gravity, for instance a scalar field, the
algebra among the first class constraints is closed for the internal group SO(2, 1). On the
other hand, the goal of our paper is that without work with the adjoint representation of
the Lie algebra of G and by using a pure Dirac’s analysis, we have showed that the Poisson’s
algebra of first class constraints is closed provided that the internal group is SO(2, 1), and
it is not necessary to couple matter fields to 3D gravity in order to obtain those conclusions.
Therefore, if we work with the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of SO(2, 1), then
3D Palatini theory with Λ 6= 0 is well-defined for semi-simple Lie groups, the algebra of
the constraints is closed but does not form a Poincare´ algebra. Let us show this point; by
using the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of SO(2, 1), the action (2.1) takes the
following form
S[e,A] =
∫
M
R[A]I ∧ eI − Λ
3
IJKeI ∧ eJ ∧ eK . (C.1)
Hence, by performing the Hamiltonian analysis, we find the following first class constraints
γI = DaΠ
a
I ,
ΓI = 0abF Iab − Λ0abIJKΠaJΠaK , (C.2)
where (ΠaI , pi
a
K) are the momenta canonically conjugated to (A
I
a, e
I
a), and Daλ
I = ∂aλ
I +
IJKA
JλK . The algebra among the first class constraints is given by
[γI , γJ ] = IJ
KγK ,[
γI ,Γ
J
]
= I
JKΓK ,
[ΓI ,ΓJ ] = ΛIJ
KΓK . (C.3)
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In this manner, the algebra among the constraints is closed, however, in order to obtain
that algebra it is not necessary to restrict ourselves to SO(2, 1). In fact, by using the
adjoint representation of the Lie group G the algebra (C.3) reproduces the results reported
in [5], namely, 3D gravity with a cosmological constant is well-defined for semi-simple Lie
groups and the algebra (C.3) is closed but does not form a Poincare´ algebra. On the other
hand, by working without the adjoint representation as is done in our work, the Poisson
algebra among the constraints is closed provided that G = SO(2, 1) and the algebra among
the constraints form an Λ-deformed Poincare´ algebra.
D Poincare´ transformations
The gauge symmetries obtained in (2.34), are related with Poincare´ transformations. In
fact, let us study the case when the cosmological constant vanishes; by considering the
following Lie-algebra valued one-form
ωµ = eµ
IPI +
1
2
Aµ
IKMIK , (D.1)
where PI and MIK are the Poncare´ generators. By writing M
I = 12
IKLMKL, the genera-
tors obey the standard commutation relations[
M I ,MK
]
= IKLML,[
M I , PK
]
= IKLPL,[
P I , PK
]
= 0, (D.2)
here I, J,K = 0, 1, 2.
By considering the variation of ω under the gauge symmetry of kind δω = Dλ =
∂λ+ [ω, λ] where λ = λIPI +
1
2λ
IKMIK , we obtain the following components [25]
Translations
eµ
I −→ eµI +DµλI .
Aµ
IJ −→ AµIJ . (D.3)
Lorentz transformations (rotations)
eµ
I −→ eµI + λIJeJµ.
Aµ
IJ −→ AµIJ +DµλIJ . (D.4)
We can see that these transformations are those obtained in (2.34) with Λ = 0.
It is possible generalise the above results for Λ 6= 0. In fact, now the generators obey
the following algebra [25] [
M I ,MK
]
= IKLML,[
M I , PK
]
= IKLPL,[
P I , PK
]
= ΛIKLML. (D.5)
By considering this algebra, we obtain the transformation laws found in eq. (2.34). How-
ever, in our work the transformations (2.34) were obtained by using a pure Dirac’s method.
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